
In General…
Here we are in the middle of August already, how did that
happen?  I know how July flew by for me since most of it was
spent  traveling,  but  where  the  heck  has  the  beginning  of
August gone?

I am 30 weeks + a few days pregnant.  I talked to the doctor
yesterday and am most likely going to have the baby at 39
weeks (planned cesarean), so there is not too much time left
of this pregnancy – for that, I am mostly glad!  I cannot wait
to meet little Luke!  Plus I’m sick of the soreness, the
nausea, the moodiness, and all that good stuff.  I just hope
that I turn back into a normal person again because right now
it seems like an impossibility.  I can’t remember my life
before I was pregnant – did I really have enough energy to
function every day?  Sure don’t now, but most days, I can fake
it but that is exhausting in itself.

I wrote a few posts ago about making important decisions and
about  doors  of  opportunity  opening  for  us.   For  certain
things, we are still praying, being patient, and waiting to
see what God’s plan is for us right now.  In the meantime, we
did  reach  one  decision  about  a  lifestyle  change  for  our
family, and we are very excited to get started.  Close family
already knows what this is about, but do I want to reveal it
to others for the first time in a blog?  I’m not sure…  But
either way, we are very excited about it, and it’s been a lot
of fun already to begin this journey.  Just another thing to
look forward to this fall!

Tonight is the last night of our Wednesday night Bible study,
and it’s been great to make new friends and to get to know
these families.  I am looking forward to having 3 (THREE!!)
free Wednesday nights for our family once the class is over
and before youth group starts again.  And how is this for
irony?  I wrote the preceding paragraphs, saved it as a draft,
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then did lunch with the kids before coming back to it.  During
lunch, I checked the mail and I found postcards notifying us
of youth group leader training meetings on TWO of my THREE
free Wednesdays.  Sigh.  I need to be happy with that one free
evening, but my human nature disappoints me because I almost
had 3 free Wednesdays instead of one…  oh well, such is life. 
Wednesday nights are fun anyway; I just wish I had more energy
to enjoy them.

My Monday morning Bible study is drawing to a close also –
that one I will really miss.  I’ve become close with the other
ladies in my class, and it’s been so great to get to know them
and learn about the similarities and the differences in our
lives and journeys in our relationships with Christ.  I will
even  miss  the  5  hours  a  week  of  homework  –  it  was  SO
incredibly valuable and eye-opening for me to spend this time
with God’s word.  If I weren’t taking on so much this fall, I
would definitely sign up for another one.  Maybe in the spring
or next summer…

Seen some movies lately, as usual – I think it’s probably mine
and Hubby’s favorite thing to do together, snuggle and watch
movies after long days of work and tending the kids.  I had
heard that the new Planet of the Apes movie was supposed to be
good, so we saw that, but I was disapointed.  It was okay, but
I was hoping for less ape, more planet – meaning, the movie
ended just as the apes were about to take over.  I would have
liked to see their rise to power as they actually take over
the planet.  Maybe that’s going to be saved for the next
movie?  The movie was entertaining, but there was a little too
much animal cruelty and not enough payoff – seeing the apes
take over the planet – for having to watch all that animal
cruelty.  Of course the creatures were CGI so you know none of
them were hurt during filming and it was just a movie, but
that doesn’t mean in my spare time I want to sit and watch
that and think about what goes on in animal testing labs.

We haven’t visited the Redbox in a while, mostly because we



had seen many of the movies they had (we watch a lot of
movies!).  But Hubby ventured out last night and picked out
Cedar Rapids, a fun (a bit more vulgar than I usually like,
but interesting just the same) movie about insurance salesmen
starring Ed Helms (Andy Bernard from The Office; he’s also in
the Hangover movies).  It was a different kind of movie, and
we both enjoyed it.

That’s about it for now…  I just had the opportunity to sit
and blog for awhile – I MADE the opportunity, actually –
because I just HAD to today.  I’ve had this awful headache
that’s been lodged behind my left eye for a few days now, and
running  around  chasing  kids  again  was  just  too  much  for
today.  And I do need to sit more.  For someone in my
condition, I really think  I should be resting more, but the
nature  of  the  busyness  in  our  household  makes  it  an
impossibility.  I’m finding it quite a challenge to take good
care of myself, finding time to eat right to take care of my
anemia and gestational diabetes and all that stuff.  It’s just
too hard to put myself first when I have 4 little ones to take
care of and Hubby has his own full plate with work as well.  I
hate to complain about physical stuff, but I really need to
feel better soon.

Andy Outside The Office
Here there be spoilers!!!

A friend and I went to see The Hangover last night.  Going in,
I was not expecting much: undoubtedly an unremarkable plot
hopefully  with  a  few  laughs.   Not  expecting  a  big  award
winner, I did have a good time.  Three of the actors I was
familiar  with:  Bradley  Cooper  (from  his  days  on  Alias…  I
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didn’t  know  he  was  in  it  going  in),  Ed  Helms  (from  The
Office), and Heather Graham.

The movie centers around Doug (who is two days away from being
married) and his  trio of buddies traveling from LA to Las
Vegas for the bachelor party.  Doug is entrusted with his
future father in law’s Mercedes (hmm…).  The morning after
arriving, three of the four wake up and discover that they
remember almost nothing that happened the night before and
learn that one of the companions is nowhere to be found. 
Hilarity and some groans ensue as the three go on a whirwind
search for their friend and their lost evening through the
streets of Sin City.

At times, some of the situations reminded me of a combination
of Three Men and a Baby and License to Drive.  As with most
buddy comedies of today, there are a number of gross out
moments (one involving a tiger… one of those groan inducing
segments).   Another  memorable  bit  takes  place  at  an  LVPD
precinct  in  which  the  three  are  subjected  to  some  police
brutality at the hands of a group of youngsters on a school
field trip…. don’t remember seeing a teacher.

The best part was the three leads themselves.  Each of them
had a distinct personality that was rarely dull.  Cooper plays
Phil (rhyming with Will… his Alias character.. coincidence?)
the leader of the band of partiers and must have been quite
the ladies man back in the day before getting tied down.  Zach
Galifianakis plays Alan, the loner of the group who is along
because he is the  brother of the bride.

Helms is the highlight of the movie.  Stu is a doctor who is
in a relationship with a domineering woman who thinks the
little getaway is to  Napa Valley wine country.  I really
enjoy seeing some of the actors from my favorite comedy on
television on the big screen.  John Krasinski is in a limited
release  this  summer  called  Away  We  Go.  Wonder  why  the
distribution  was  not  wider.
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Overall, I thought The Hangover was  fun.  It had lots of
laughs even if there were moments of mindless ridiculousness. 
Any movie featuring more than a cameo by Mike Tyson (even
playing himself) is not going to be the greatest movie ever
made.

Don’t wait. Guarantee your seat before you go and avoid a sold
out show. Skip the box office lines and buy movie tickets at
Fandango.com.
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